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COVER CARTOON: "Rednecks' Descent",
an artist's conception of what
vertical caving was like in Texas 100
years ago. Aren't you glad that we've
improved?
The TEXAS CAVER is a bi-monthly publication of the Texas
Speleological Association (TSA), an internal organization of the
National Speleological Society (NSS), and is published in February
April, June, August, October and December. Deadline for
submission of material is one month before publication date.
SUBSCRIPTIONS are $5 year. Persons subscribing after the first
of the year will receive all back issues for that year. Single and
back issues are available for one dollar each postpaid. The TEXAS
CAVER openly invites all cavers to submit articles, news events,
cartoons, cave maps, photographs (any size black & white or color
print), caving techniques, and any other cave related material for
publication in the TEXAS CAVER. Address all SUBSCRIPTIONS
and EDITORIAL material to the Editor : James Jasek, 1019
Melrose, Waco, Texas 76710. Evening phone is (817) 776-1727.
When sending in a change of address, please irrclude you old
address. Persons interested in EXCHANGES and FOREIGN
subscription should direct correspondtmce to the editor.

Dear Cavers:
This issue of the TEXAS CAVER is the
first of a two part issue devoted mos t ]
to vertical caving. These particular
issues have been in the making for OV 2J
eight months, and I now feel there is
enough material to publish two pretty
good issues on the philosophy and tec~
niques of the vertical caver. It is hap
this material will be of special inte re
to the new caver, and maybe even give 5
new ideas to the seasoned veteran.
James Jase k
Editor

:A PHILOSOPHY FOR THE VERTICAL CAVER
BILL STONE
lam often asked by co-workers and noncaver acquaintences what it is that motivates me to be an explorer. While I am
never at a loss to address their questions
wiih a set of well used explanations I have
not, until now, made any attempt to write
down that rationale in a coherent fashion.
Caving, and vertical caving in particular,
is playing a key role in the history of
exploration in our time. To see why this
is so, it will prove worthwhile to digress
and point out some of the circumstances
which make it unique. Why do we explore
caves? lilly do people explore? In a time when
the world's highest mountain lay unscaled
Mallory had answered, "B ecause it is there."
We are all familiar with the slogan, and
its r e freshing conciseness. But, as Ted
Bank II later wrote, "Ttt e llsus very
little about exploring, or why man is a
creature of such insatiable curiosity
that he has wandered across the entire
planet, and in the process has peopled its
uttermost corners, and now is leaping
beyond it to the heavens." Perhaps part of
the answer can be found in a variation of
a poem by Loren Eiseley that, in many ways,
is a universal credo for explorers and
scientists:

Suspended from a gossamer thread
we descend
a polished marble corridor where the
water thunders
from basin to basin
cascading deeper, ever deeper
till no rope, no ladder
not even the hardiest of our climbers
there could reach rock bottom
for there is no bottom
only the shear plunge of the water
falling into abysms that upset the ear
and through the chaos, like the primal
chaos the challenge is clear
and even though
the methods are uncertain
in the end it is
the need to know
that draws us all
inexorably
to the limits of exploration
The "need to know" is perhaps the elemental motivating force in man beyond that of
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survival. For those who pursue that path
with vigor there is satisfaction in having
resolved a piece of the puzzle that is the
world in which we live. In a statement
more central to caving, Red Watson had
written in 1966: "Nothing less than the
exploration of the poles, of the depths of
the ocean, and of space, the moon, and the
planets,
can
compare with the remoteness and alien-ness, and provide the awarness of the shear inanimate, that is
experienced in the exploration of a vast
cave system. It is possible, for example,
that a person who has explored caves would
find himself more at home on the moon than
a person whose experience has been limited
to flying jet aircraft."
It is now 1982. Nearly all of the world's
highest mountains have been scaled. Climbers may plan their routes with detailed
topographic maps and satellite photos which
reveal everything including the now predictable weather patterns. Our party on Mount
McKinley in the summer of 1982 made its
summit bid based on satellite weather forecasts obtained from a National Weather
Service meteorologist whom we had contacted
via FM radio.
The poles are routinely visited. Sub-ice
explorations by the nuclear powered submarines Nautilus, Skate, Sargo and Seadragon in the early 1960's, and numerous
more recent voyages by the Queenfish and
others have charted the north pole region
in great detail. Adventuring parachutists
have landed there. Geotechnical researchers
can live in comfort at the south pole in
the Amundsen-Scott station. And the majority of the ocean, while yet untapped for
its resources, has been extensively charted;
three dimensional sonar maps are available
and are as accurate as topographic maps.
Man has already visited the ocean's deepest
recesses.
As for the "leap to the heavens", we are
all aware of the stunning successes in
space vehicle design by both the United
States and the Soviet Union during the
past twenty years. We eagerly await the
day when the space program will open itself
towards the true exploration of space, and
not the achieving of political and military
goals. But for the near future,space travel
will remain primarily for a few fortunate
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Dear Caver:
Rand y Waters, a memb e r of the Sa n Antonio Gr o tto, sent me a very important notice
that came as quite a suprise to me: "Because of problems beyond the control and not
the fault of the Texas caving community, Honey Creek Cave is CLOSED until further
notice. The owner has requested that until such notice is given, cavers not call
seeking permission to enter the cave. Since the owner has provided Texas caving with
one of its brightest stars of the last decade, we should all honor his request and
communicate his decision to our fellow cavers. Friendship is more important than
any cave."
Jon Vinson has the following item for s a le: "One - half inch plywood and steel camper
with sliding sides. 100" long X 72 ~" wide X 3 7~" high. $25.00. If you are interested
call or write: Jon Vinson - 1824 W Con c ho - San Angelo, 76901 - (915) 655-7696.
Coming this year, and soon I hope, is a Me mbers Manual of cavers living in Texas. So
far I have gathered over 500 names of ac tive cavers and their current addresses. It
would be nice to also include in thi s Manual th e n ame s of the old time Texas cavers
th a t are no longer caving but are re sponsible for a ll the caving in the early 1950's.
I f you know who some of thes e people are, p lease send me their name, address, c ity,
zip and phone.
Be low is the entry form for the 19 83 TSA Photosalon. Be su re to enter your photos in
this co ntest. This us ed t o be a very important pa rt of every TSA Convention. Just
think you just mi g ht have the winnin g photograph. Also, many of the photos entered in
the contest will provide covers f or th e TEXAS CAVER. It might interest you to know that
no bo d y sends in pictures to the TEXAS CAVER a n yrr.o re. This is th e reason the only pictures
on the cover have bee n by th e editor. I a m not tr yi n g to h og the show - I just don't
h ave any other pictu res t o use.
The Editor
1983 TSA PHOT OSALON ENTRY FOR,.\f
Address______________________________________

Name ·

----------------------------------

City__________________________________________________State________ Zip_________________
TITLE

CATEGORY

1

2_______________________________________________
3____________________________________________

4___________________________________________
5___________________________________

6___________________ ___________________________
7_______________________ ._____________________________
8 _______________________________________ ______
9________________________________
10____________________________________
Mail to: William Elliot t - 12102 Grimsl ey Dr. - Aus tin, Texas 78759

military test pilots and an occasional
scientist. The era of the exploration of
the moon and planets is not yet upon us.
Are there terrestrial frontiers where one
can still address the physical unknown?
The answer is, of course, yes. Ask any
serious cave explorer that question and he
will tell you he was there last weekend,
or perhaps on the last expedition. The
dividing characteristic that sets caving
at the very cutting edge of exploration is
that no amount of available technology can
tell you how deep or how long or where
that little hole in the side of the cliff
over there is going to go. For in caving,
as Bill Steele once wrote, "One is dealing
with the unknown in the absolute. You cannot even hypothesize with any certainty."
Like the pioneers and explorers of the
past, you must go down there to find out.

The Technological Philosophy
Just as the earth was proven to be finite
many centuries ago, it is becoming increasingly obvious that the world's supply of
caves is finite, and that the opportunities
for virgin exploration are dwindling. One
has only to look at Britain or France,
where the majority of their caving is conducted on foreign expeditions, to be convinced of the fact.
Who will make the major discoveries of
the future? The answer becomes apparent
when one considers the history of modern
speleology. Beginning with the Frenchman
E.A. Martel nearly a hundred years ago each
new phase of expanded exploration opportunities has been heralded by a major advancement in technology. Martel's work was the
first milestone departure from horizontal
caving. Prior to his work it was commonplace to enter horizontal caves; e.g. the
saltpeter caves of the Civil War and the
early knowledge of Mammoth Cave. Before
Martel, however, exploration was invariably halted when the domain of travel
changed from the horizontal to the vertical. Martel's methods were crude and
limited, but he made many first descents
of shafts still considered to be formidable
today, such as the 110m entrance pitch of
Gaping Ghyll in England. The first technological challenge beyond that of providing
light to see had been addressed.
One of Martel's most brilliant students
was a man named Robert de Joly. Known for
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his eccentric character,among other thil
in 1930 de Joly was to develop the devil
that would enable the first systematic
exploration of deep caves by more than I
person: the cable ladder. Martel's tech·
nique had consisted of having a large
party at each pit to lower the lead exp
er to the base of the shaft. The ineffi
ciency of this method meant that Martel
could not handle the situation posed by
mul tidrop systems; a problem which de Jc
ladder quickly surmounted. De Joly did,
should be mentioned, require a belayer
remain at the top of each shaft during '
explorations.
It is interesting to note that as of t
mid-1940s nearly all of the presently
recognized obstacles associated with I t
stone caving had been addressed, at lea
rudimentarily. Casteret had dived short
sumps by holding his breath, realizing
that in many cases an air filled contin
uation could be found on the other side
Pierre Chevalier introduced the idea of
underground big wall climbing; scaling
shafts from the bottom to explore upper
galleries. His team was one of the firs
to use scaling poles, and also one of t
first to use explosives for removing b~
down. Henri Brenot, Chevalier's right bman, developed a rope ascender that was
be the predecessor to the modern day Jw
The Chevalier team, in 1947, was succes.
ful in achieving the first world depth
record (603m) attained by scaling the
inside of a mountain; in this case in t
Reseau de la Dent de Crolles in France.
The next major advancement in vertical
caving came with Bill Cuddington' s intrl
duction of single rope techniques (SRT)
the late 1950's. This was, perhaps, the
most significant leap forward of all, f(
it allowed the adoption of alpine style
teams, wherein small, self contained exp!
ation parties could explore very deep
systems using only the equipment they
themselves could carry. The SRT systems
use today are merely refinements of
Cuddington's original manilla rope and
prussik knot ascent system. Many descent
systems are subsequently developed to
complement the advancements made in
ascenders, but the rappel rack, inventd
by John Cole, has been the most endurin!
primarily because of its rugged, simple!
and functional design.
Each of the above mentioned advancernen~

in technology has been responsible for a
magnitude order of increased exploration
ability for those cavers who have been
willing to embrace the new developments.
The impact these advances have made on the
state of caving today are echoed in the
number of known caves deeper than 500
meters. In de Joly's day, there were two
such caves; in Chevalier's time there
were seven; in Cuddington's most productive
period there were 40; and in the era of the
big pit discoveries in Mexico in the early
1970's there were 70. Today there are
more than 150 such abysses with at least
15 deeper than -1000 meters. As Paul Courbon stated in his 1979 text, Atlas des
grandes Gouffres du Munde, "There is no
doubt but that the Golden Age of caving is
upon us."
So far we have discussed only the impact
of advancements in vertical caving, that
is to say techniques for descending and
ascending pits. Taking place parallel to
these developments were similar advancements in cave diving, big wall climbing,
and underground camping; all tools at the
caver's disposal for furthering the
exploration frontier. Why should a vertical
caver be concerned with cave diving? Consider why one would become a vertical
caver in the first place. There are many
often stated reasons, such as the lure of
the unknown, the experience of being where
no one has gone before and indeed, may
never go again. There are also social
reasons. As Red Watson relates, "Wherever
man is stripped of the need of the more
artificial embellishments of his culture,
and is reduced to dependence upon a minor
amount of equipment, himself, and his
companions, then his emotional reactions
may become grosser, his passions painted
in broader strokes, and his hopes, fears,
and 'desires uncluttered of minor accompaniments. He becomes more understandable to
himself and to others because he is in a
situation where there are definitely-known
things which must be done of an elemental
['lature for survival." But, in fact, could
['lot all of the above arguments be made for
horizontal caving as well. Do they not
~pply to the cavers exploring the central
Kentucky karst, where the world's longest
:aves exist and the notion of using a rope
is typically as unsavory as a mile long
:rawl?
Anyone who does much vertical caving will
be quick to point out the differences
which make the endeavor unique. Imagine a
tremendous shaft piercing through a rugged
5

landscape of verdant tropical growth and
eroded limestone pinnacles. Swarms of ring
neck swifts swirl overhead in a cyclone
like holding pattern, then break off in
clusters of a few hundred which dive periodically into the blackness that engulfs the
base of the pit. The birds are attracted
to nest here, for the ledges along the
walls constitute a predatorless environment. Imagine your teammates struggling to
pull up slack in a half kilometer of nylon
climbing line so that you can attach your
descending device. Then slowly, so slowly,
the floor comes toward you as silently as
the night, save for the gentle rasping
sound made by the rope as it slides
through your descender. Overhead, the
entrance has dwindled to a small circular
disc through which a brilliant ray of sunshine illuminates the floor. The floor is
deep with moist guano and the sun beams
evaporate the water, forming a thick white
cloud which appears to oscillate up and
down the shaft; for it is cooled at the
top of its ascent, and the heavier air
suppresses the cloud until a new burst of
sunlight causes it to rise again. Following your exploration you climb out in
tandem. Your partner is never more than a
few meters away. You climb in syncopation;
he climbs while you rest, you climb while
he rests. "A rather efficient technique
for getting out of this hole," you muse,
while chatting with your companion 200
meters off the floor. At the top you
casually transfer to a short rope hanging
over the edge so as to pass the lip of the
overhang without the weight of the rope
and your partner below you. The sweat
blends with the dust as you wipe your forehead and sit down to relax and undo your
ascenders. An infectious grin spreads
across your face when all are safely out.
It has been a totally satisfying experience.
There are countless variations of the
above exploration which serve to captivate
our imaginations and fire our enthusiasm
for the next one. But the aesthetics of
such an exploration are only part of the
motivation for why we return, and why we
continually seek out those frontiers which
offer a greater challenge to our abilities.
Once one takes up vertical caving he soon
finds himself in a fraternity; a fraternity
of individuals who have accepted an understanding which an ordinary person would
likely consider to be extremely dangerous.
Few serious vertical cavers pursue their
sport for the sake of a fear induced adrenalin high. Rather, you will usually find

a vertical caver to be more meticulous
and cautious than a horizontal caver, for
he is well aware of the dangers involved;
has quantified, labelled, and stored each
particular situation for instant recognition, along with the appropriate action to
be taken. A well trained vertical caver
will confront a given obstacle as a series
of equations, the solution to which, in
its most well developed sense, will be
manifested externally by a reflexive
reaction. The notion of fear, and of
inhibition caused by an unwillingness to
accept and to develop the tools which allow
us to safely surmount a given physical
obstacle are the real deterrents to
furthering the exploration frontier, not
the innate ability of the explorer. What
distinguishes a true vertical caver from
a horizontal caver, in the barest sense,
is his willingness to accept a philosophythe technological philosophy - that says
this: there are no physical barriers which
cannot be safely addressed (no elemental
equation which cannot be solved) through
the application of the proper technology.
The rationale for taking this big step is
obvious: those who do not accept it will
never, in our time, see the true frontier
of exploration. They will remain in the
serenity of their cocoon of tried and
proven methods until they meet their
limits in a particular system, and if they
are fortunate, then move on to a new area
to use the same methods again. They will
have forsaken what many cave explorers see
to be the ultimate goal of their endeavor:
the resolution of a particular hydrologic
system; following the course of the water
that has formed the cave from its sink to
its rising; solving the puzzle.
Only now can one begin to see the parallels that have been developing in the
science of speleology. Since the days of
Martel the obstacle side of the equation
has been known to consist of the following
components: darkness; endurance; vertical
drops; vertical climbs; flooded passages;
moving water (rivers, cascades); and, to
a lesser extent, constrictions which could
be enlarged to permit human passage. Each
of these particular problems has been
approached in varying degrees by specialized groups of explorers.
A careful analysis, however, will show
that those individuals at the forefront of
their disciplines have all reduced the
problems they are facing to a well defined
set of required techniques. For one who

has accepted the technological philoso~
it becomes apparent that the solution b
these obstacle variations is phrased in
terms of the same fundamental equation.
Cave diving, for example, has been termE
by some as "the most dangerous sporting
pursuit known to man". But the only caVE
diver in the world to have logged more
than 3000 underground dives will be qui,
to point out that there really are just
four things one has to do to stay alive:
use a continuous guideline to the surfm
use only 1/3 of your air supply for expl:
tion; do not dive deep; use redundant
components on all life support apparatus ar
key peripheral equipment. Once one is
familiar with these techniques the fact
that the passage one is exploring happ~
to be underwater becomes secondary. It j
just another step on the path to the expl
ration front. Why should a vertical caVE
take that next step? Perhaps Bill Stee1
said it best: "I'm not equipped to see i
the dark. I'm not provided with Vibram
soles on my feet. Caving is an equipped
endeavor. Tanks are just another item of
gear." Vertical caving. Underground camr
Subterranean big wall climbing. Cave dil
ing. The fusion of these scattered technologies represents the van of tomorrow'
explorers. The major discoveries of the
future belong to the technical caver.

The Well- Planned Exploration
Hand-in-hand with the technological
philosophy the true explorer assumes a1
giance to another code: that of safety
oneself and to one's teammates. Herein
the fundamental distinction between an
explorer and an adventurer. While both :
face considerable danger in the perfor~
of daily activities, the adventurer go~
out of his way to pursue it, with litt1
more than the immediate excitement as ti
ultimate goal of the endeavor. The exp1
on the other hand, plans for all fores~
able eventualities, with the goal of sa:
acquiring new knowledge of the frontier ,
This has many implications to the technical caver. For example, it means that
each member of an exploration party shOi
not only have a working knowledge of thi
proper techniques and maxims (e. g. alwal
use a guideline on a cave dive), but
should also have a patterned approach ti
safety. A cave diver routinely goes
through a pre-dive checklist to insure
that all of his equipment, and his part
6

ner's equipment, is functioning properly.
He then periodically monitors the performance of that equipment and his air consumption throughout the course of the dive.
A vertical caver, while perhaps not performing as formalized a pre-ex ploration equipment check as a cave diver, nonetheless
does su c h an inspection. He examines his
rope for damage; he checks his harness
webbing, carabiners, rack, and ascenders;
and he replaces any doubtful items. He
measures out a quanity of calcium carbide
(and/or batteries) which will be sufficient
to provide light throughout the trip, and
he monitors that supply periodically to
insure he has not cut himself short for
the return.
While the vertical caver does not have to
deal with the immediate time pressure that
a cave diver does, he faces a more subtle
pressure in the form of gravity. Russ
Gurnee has often stated that in no other
activity but caving does one have to be
concerned with estimating, and conserving,
at least half of your physical energy to
get out. For vertical cavers it is more
than half. Consider the logistics of
exploring a wet multidrop cave greater
than 500 meters deep. Experience has shown
that it takes approximately twice as long
to ascend as to descend. With an endurance
of 24 hours (a typical working figure for
surface based trips) the effective exploration radius is eight hours. One third of
your energy expenditure is used to explore,
two thirds to exit: a rather interesting
parallel to the cave diver's air consumption rule.
Gravity is more than just a consideration
in endurance calculations for the vertical
caver. As surely and swiftly as running
out of air will kill a cave diver, so will
falling down a 100 meter shaft kill a
vertical caver. The well learned habits of
using ascender safeties at the top of a
pitch, of checking over critical equipment
befpre any rope maneuver, and of looking
out for one's teammates by warning of falling objects, or tying a knot in the rope
at a bad fray, are the insurance checks
that preclude accidents. One such routine
for explorers enroute to a deep underground camp consists of a little mental
checklist that is repeated at the top of
each pitch. It goes: "Jumar safety on. Put
the rack on. Check the carabiners. Check
the hauling tether. Toss the pack into the
shaft. Click on the electric (if a waterfall follows the rope). All systems go."
Such programs should be so well learned
that they become habit.
7

Lastly, a well planned exploration includes provision for the unlikely occurrence of an accident or equipment failure.
The cave diver practices buddy
breathing
and following a line out blind while doing
so, to practice against the consequences
of an equipment failure followed by a zero
visibility silt-out. A vertical caving
team should be fully familiar with selfr e scue techniques, and should carry replacement parts for equipment requiring periodic
adjustment and maintenance. Lack of such
attention to detail constitutes poor
exploration planning, and can often result
in adventure ... for the rescue party.

The Future Frontier
For the next decade or two the technique
we have discussed above will be sufficient
to carry the ambitious explorer into new
territory. But it is not difficult to
envision the day when the physically passable limits of the world's najor limestone
caverns will have all been reached. By that
time technological improvements in three
interrelated areas will make possible
explorations that today might seem preposterous. Eighty years ago Jules Verne
wrote his epic story of a "Journey to the
Center of the Earth," in which a team of
explorers descended into an extinct volcanic crater in Iceland. The tale which
followed, while amusing, had little basis
in scientific fact. Nonetheless, the basic
pretense - the descent of an extinct volcano - is not so far fetched. At least one
volcanologist, Dr. Haroun K. Tazieff, has
done exactly that, to a limited extent,
for the past 30 years. Cavers now routinely
visit lava tubes in many parts of the
world. Almost all of these tubes, however,
are located on the slopes of the lava
fields surrounding the volcanic cone.
Relatively little attention has been paid
to the possibility of descending vertical
vents near the core, due to the presence
of excessive residual heat and noxious
gases. While the search to find a promising
open fissure in a suitable extinct volcano
may prove time consuming, the techniques
for effecting a safe exploration are
apparent. Recent advances in environmental
suits (essentially space suits) have
allowed for routine work to be carried out
under extreme variations in temperature.
Minor adaptions to these suits should allow
explorers to operate in temperatures
approaching 200 degre e s Celsius. Rather
than using the bulky, and heavy, life support packs currently used by the astronauts,

fauna collection was the fi rst ever n
in a Gillespie County cave and wil l
studied at the Texas Memorial Museur
Austin by Reddell.
On December 4 the TSS studied T (
near Blanco. Jerry Atkinson, Tom B,
Duwain Whitis, Barb Vinson, Brian Bur'
John Spence, Terry and Susan Raines,
Bill Elliott photographed and mapped al
250 meters of joint-controlled, guo
coated passage, and collected faun,
Eurycea cave salamander was captured (1
previously had eluded biologists there :
The big news is that the Texas MemO!
Museum has agreed to sponsor
publication of our TSS surveys as
official museum series. No longer will
have to sweat publication costs. This ~
allow us to include photographs, wh
were too expensive to publish before.
new series will be sold by the museun
its usual subscribers, mostly researcr
and libraries. We will be allowed to c
sell them for the museum at caving f
ctions. A slight change in our format w
be in order: we will no longer publ
owners' names. Names and directions
caves will be available on a control
basis by contacting us (see add res
below). Thanks go to James Reddell
arranging this development.
James Jasek has boosted our map fi l
by sending us all the negatives of me
published in the Texas Caver from the ~
1970's. Terry Raines has volunteered
provide map negatives from the more reel
TC's.
We would like to welcome back to Te)
Joe and Trish Sumbera, who have been
Arkansas for two years. After getti
settled on a ranch near Fischer's Stor
Joe plans to direct field work and editi
for a forthcoming TSS issue on Ha
County. Volunteers are needed.
We want to get TSA cavers involved
the TSS. Besides the counties alreat
mentioned, we would like to work up
bunch of others such as Bandera, Burne
Kendall, Menard, Carta Valley (Edwa fi
Co.), and so on. Does anyone out the\
know the whereabouts of our missing fi:
on Coma I County? Please send repor t:
photos, and other material on any Te ~
caves to:

a liquid oxygen based rebreathing system
should allow for assault durations in
excess of 24 hours without the necessity
of staging additional oxygen and carbon
dioxide scrubbing packs. Nylon rope, of
course, would not be suitable for vertical
work under elevated temperatures. However,
a vertical system based on using stainless
steel aircraft cable, and specially designed descenders and ascenders has already
been proposed in England as an alternative
to SRT. Using such techniques it may be
possible to achieve a descent of several
kilometers .
Given the current rate of development in
diving equipment and in our knowledge of
diving physiology it is likely that techniques will be available by the turn of
the century that will permit us to function
at depths in the environs of 300 meters
underwater for sustained periods. This will
open the caving frontier to the extensive
deep blue hole caves of the Carribbean and
elsewhere. Lastly, the merger of this
diving technology and the above mentioned
environmental suit will permit what may be
the most unusual cave exploration of all:
a descent of Yellowstone's hot springs. By
this time the practicality, and profitability, of space exploration will have
been proven and those at the frontier of
caving, as Red Watson said, will be logical choices for joining the teams that will
explore the moon and planets.

TSS NEWS
by William R. Elliott
The revival of the Texas Speleological
Survey, after five years of dormancy,
seems to be picking up speed. A publication on the caves of Llano, Blanco, and
Gillespie Counties is in the works and
should be completed in 1983. James Reddell
is editing, Bill Elliott is drafting maps,
A. Richard Smith is writing geology, and
the U.T. Grotto is assisting in field
work.
In October David McKenzie, Linda
Elliott, James Reddell, and Bill Elliott
surveyed the Cave Creek Caves near Fredericksburg. The two small caves open in a
bluff overlooking Cave Creek. A small
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Austin, TX 78759
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BLUE WATER LTD.
Dick Newell
, Since 1968 Blue Water Ltd. has manufa c ~ured a particular construction of nylon
rope kn own as static-kernmantle for use by
~avers. Development an d manufacture of a
specialty rope for cavin g was possible due
to two factors: (1) My background as a
textil e engi neer with ten years experience
~n rope manufacture at the time of the
·::ompany's formation and (2) The avail~bilit y of the required equipment already
~n plac e at my manufacturing facility.
: The original design was patterned after
~ similar rope design that had been used
~or several years by local cavers. Although
~ he rop e that cavers were using was
'n anufactured as a boating rope, it did
lave certain properties that made it
1esirable fo r caving such as high resistance to abrasion and low stretch.
,Jnfortun ately this rop e did have its
;jrawba cks for it contained splices, was of
~ oor qu ality construction, and had limit ed
~vailab ility . So the original Blue Water
:aving rope used this rope for its basic
!jesign but it was necessary to further
'refine the design to better meet the
'unique requirements of a true caving rope.
8ver th e past fourteen years , the design
bas gr adually evolved into what it is tojay. I would like to provide information
~n the present construction to enable
cavers to fully understand what goes into
a cavin g rope construction and why certain
features are so important.
The t erm "kernmantle" as applied to rope
construction is a combination of two
German words. The first word "KERN" means
core or inner strands of the rope and
"MANTLE" meaning sheath or the outer covering of the rope. Therefor e all kernmantle
ropes are of the same basic layered construction although the makeup of the core
and sheat h components may differ in actual
constru ctio n.
In th e BW II caving rope, the core or kern
consists of twenty-one strands of nylon
bundles of which half are twisted in a
right h an d direction and half in a left
hand dire c tion to form the core bundle.
The reason behind the twisting is two-fold.
The twistin g operation makes the finer
nylon strands easier to handle during

manufacture, but more important, the
resultant strands have improved tensile
strength, abrasion resistance and shockload absorption properties. Rather than go
into a very complicated explanation of
twist ratios, let's just say that there is
a twist ratio that provides the optimum
results and Blue Water ropes are made using
this particular twist ratio. Note that not
all of the core strands are twisted in
the same direction but one half left and
one half right. This is necessary since
all twisted strands tend to rotate when a
load is applied. So by using the left and
right twisted strands, the torque is cancel led by each half trying to rotate in
opposite dire c tions. The end result is a
rope that does not spin when loaded.
The next important manufacturing step is
the sheath or mantle construction. Blue
Water ropes are made using an extra manufacturing operation to form the sheath
strands whereas other manufacturers have
chosen to use only the single-twist con struction. In the two-twist construction,
each sheath strand is formed by twisting
strands of nylon together to form a small
bundle and then taking three of the
resultant bundles and combining them in a
second twisting operation in the opposite
direction to form the finished sheath
strand. Here again a bundle is formed with
off-setting torques to provide what I call
a "zero torque" yarn. I have found this
type of sheath formation to be much
superior to the one step process in that it
is possible to make a rope with improved
handling characteristics, excellent knot
retention plus the added bonus of better
strength, abrasion resistance and shockload absorption. Ropes made in this manner
have approximately 7% higher tensile
strengths when compared to the same weight
ropes using the single-twist construction.
I have mentioned load absorption several
times already because I feel that it is a
very important property in a caving rope
even though the chance of a shock-load
being applied is much less than for a rope
being used for free climbing. However, the
opportunity for a caver to take a fall is
there and can not be ignored. For this
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reason, I have tested my caving ropes using
the standard UIAA drop test which consists
of 176 pounds (80kg) falling 16.3 feet (5m)
before being caught by the rope. The load
transmitted to the person is greater than
it would be if a true dynamic rope were
used but the caving rope will survive and
the shock to the person is low enough to
normally prevent serious injury (around
2500 to 2600 pounds).
The last rope property that needs to be
mentioned is the one that has created the
most controversy and the one that is
impossible to accurately evaluate. At the
present time, many claims are being made
concerning abrasion resistance. One study
shows my ropes to be superior to anything
in the world - a study conducted by another
manufacturer shows their rope to be better.
I feel that neither test gives an accurate
evaluation of a rope's ability to resist
abrasion. Since no standard exists for conducting abrasion test on rope, it is very
important to remember that one rope
property should not be emphasized over the
other important properties such as tensile
strength, load absorption and flexibility .
It is the combined properties that are
important. Too much emphasis on just one
property could prove to be dangerous since
other important rope characteristics tend
to suffer. I feel that improvements in
abrasion resistance are possible without
having to sacrifice on rope strength, load
absorption and handling characteristics
through the use of special finishes or
after-treatments to the individual yarns.
Blue Water is presently conducting development work a l ong this line and hopes to
offer improvements in the near future after
field tests are complete.
One other property that Blue Water ropes
offer is a visual means of determining
e x cessive wear. A two-color construction
is utilized in all Blue Water ropes in
that the core strands are white and the
sheath strands are a contrasting color.
Tests have shown that the Blue Water ropes
retain over 75 % of their tensile strength
with the entire sheath removed. Before
this point is reached, the white core
strands show through the contrasting
sheath at the point of excessive abrasion.
When this occurs it is necessary to cut
the rope at the point of abrasion but the
remaining portion of the rope can be used
safely unless it has been subjected to
excessive loading or to harmful chemicals.
The BW II ropes as well as other ropes
manufactured by Blue Water Ltd. are made

utilizing what is known as a "BALANCED
CONSTRUCTION". This term refers to the
ratio of the sheath to the core strand ~
(1) yarn weights and (2) rope construct ~
In rope construction, I refer to the
tightness of braiding and also yarn
tensions during the manufacturing proce&
When this proper ratio is attained, the
optimum performance of the rope design i,
realized. Variations of this ratio only
result in the trading of one rope propet
to obtain improvement in another.
Just from this limited information,
cavers should realize that a lot of te ch·
nology is necessary to obtain good rope for I
caving and that the rope offered today i
very much different from that offered t el
years ago. Blue Water Ltd. makes many
different types of life support ropes oti
than caving ropes. Ropes are manufactur~
for climbing, industrial applications,
rescue application, and fire service us ~
We also manufacture a SWAT rope presentl)
used by the FBI, which features perman e~
flexibility for rapid deployment through:
out the life of the rope. This year a n5
10mm rope is being field tested on the NI
Kaijendi Expedition to Paupa, New Guin ~,
This is a hydrid rope combining many
properties of the present cave rope but :
offering permanent flexibility coupled
with much improved shock-load absorptioni
capacity. This testing will provide val~
able information for further improvement:
in our caving ropes.
J
We are very proud of the fact that this
year we introduced BLUE WATER DYNAMIC. TI
new llmm rope is currently in production:
and is the first American made rope on tl
market that has received the UIAA seal cl
approval under the new five-fall minirn u~
specifications. Plans are to offer a
complete line of dynamic ropes by the l ~'
climbing season. These developments will'
make it possible to widen our developrnei
program in all areas including caving I
ropes and offer even better ropes in th~
future.

TEXAS
(512)-686-0234
CAVE
CALL COLLECT - REQUEST
RESCUE
,
CAVE RESCUE

KREIDLER ANSWERING SERVo
McALLEN, TEXAS
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EXCUSES AND PLATITUDES
FOR GIBBS ASCENDERS
There are in this mad world, people who
persist in crawling about in the dark.
Whether a recidivistic trait among heavy
browed moderns or a hold over from childhood I do not profess to know. However it
is their predilection for mud, grime, and
dark places that has been my livelihood for
some time.
Originally there was only one Gibbs Product:
"A simple ascender", as REI called it in
their outdoor wish list. Eventually the wire
tetainer and clevis pin were replaced by a
iuick release pin. That model was soon
joined by the spring loaded ascender.
:limbers, a group almost as whacko as the
~avers, brought that on. The people who
' ~ould happily lead out terrifying distances
)n E1 Capitan were afraid of an ascender
r~hich did not close itself instantly and
decisively with a loud clack-ergo, a spring.
' Next OSHA got in the act of telling
1ndustry that not only must it protect its
lvorkers from falls, but that it must do so
:0 5500 lbs. It was decided that it was
)referable to kill the worker in his
larness than on the floor. I guess the mess
)L S easier to clean up that way. That led to
u:he stainless steel ascender - very strong
t)ut ridiculously heavy. Who said anything
lad to make sense.
,But that is not the end of it. Rescue
tquads and fire departments are calling
~or 15:1 load factors and minimum 10,000
tLbs. breaking strengths. I'm glad I will
clOt have to carry the stuff up a burning
Eligh rise.
Worse yet, 10,000 lb ropes are all 5/8
~r larger. There is still very little gear
~ut that will handle rope that big and what
rhere is is heavy. I can get caught up in this
ladness as well as the next guy. I am
ElUtting out a 10,000 lbs test 5/8" pulley
lOW and will soon have an ascender for
,/4" rope, good to 10,000 lbs. Silly, isn't
.t. Fortunately caving is not yet regulated.
,eware of arbitrary standards in any form!
Not all of this is entirely without reason.
~opes do need to be stronger than would
;eem necessary for two reasons. First any
:nots, bends, carabiners, pulleys, or
.scenders used on them weaken them
ppreciably. Second they are weakened with
lse. No one has yet worked out a widely
cceptable standard for measuring a rope's
'esistance to abrasion or cutting. Ropes
11

Peter Gibbs

used in caving almost never simply break.
They are cut running over a sharp edge or
worn down by repeatedly working up and down
a few centimeters while rubbing on sharp
rocks.

1000 LBS.

I advertise that Gibbs Ascenders cause
little or no rope damage. That is only true
under normal loads. Pulling one to 200 lbs
on the same piece of 7/16 rope does not
seem to affect the rope. However when I
pull test each ascender to 1000 lbs on the
same piece of 7/16 goldline, it takes about
100 tests to wear the rope through. That
is because the ascender is grabbing at the
same place on the rope time after time.
I believe it is more important that you
take good care of your rope than that you
have one that will withstand 10,000 lbs.
Wash them if they are dirty; pad them over
lips; and inspect them for damage regularly.
Perhaps if you are not prone to taking care
of your equipment an extra strong rope is
a good idea. However I do not think that
most metal devices need to be that strong.
So much for governments and other terrorist
groups. I would rather be servicing cavers
and climbers. They have far less money but
tend to buy things because they actually
want them. With that in mind I ask you (Is
anyone out there reading this?) for
suggestions. Write your wish list of
equipment, both new and modified and send
it to me. I am not at all like Santa Claus

and will not send you whatever you ask for.
I am just trying to find out what people
need and want. Very likely nothing will
come of your suggestions, but then I might
just decide it is worth while putting out
that antigravity belt.
Now the commercial. Why should you buy
them rather than brand X ascender. First
of all they are still pretty cheap. I
retail them at 22.50 for the free running
model and 23.50 for the spring loaded
model. If you look around you may find
even cheaper retailers. Second they are
strong. Actual breaking strength is over
2000 1bs. and each one is pulled to 1000
1bs. Third they operate well on iced and
muddy ropes (I know you never get yours
muddy, but someone else might.). Fourth at
normal loads (no elephants, please) they do
little or no rope damage.
What more could you ask for? Well, maybe
some way of getting them on and off the
rope with one hand and maybe some way of
making the whole thing completely
indestructible. I don't know how to do
those things yet, but I am looking. A price
that doesn't go up as fast as inflation
would be nice too. Perhaps I could make
ascenders smaller like an ever diminishing
candy bar, putting the value in the
packaging and leave the price the same. At
least for a while I do not intend to
increase my prices.

KICK BACK
Dear James:
I have been a member of at least a dOZI
grottos and read hundreds of exchange ru
letters. The Texas Caver is one of the
best.
David Doolil
Austin, Tex,
Dear Texas Caver:
Over the many years that I've subscribl
I've always enjoyed the Texas Caver, it'
kept me in touch with a unique group of
good people. I miss limestone and the
wonders of calcite and now I have to g~
my kicks from volcanos and lava tubes.
Keep up the good work.
John Copp
Santa Rosa,
Dear Editor:
I am writing about the sorry state of
affairs that Bustamante is becoming. It
seems that it has become a gringo's prb
retreat. Are Texans forgetting that Me i
is a sovereign country? Do they not havi
their own customs and mores? Is friendliness rated on whether or not they will
accept beer from strangers? I too would
highly offended if we were enjoying one
our national parks and some apparently
drunken foreigners started cavorting in
buff. Try nude, daylight bathing in Lakl,
Waco on a Sunday in full view of local
families. How about Tyler State Park? TI
most any public campground and see how
quickly the local police are called. Th
Rednecks of Texas would shoot first and
ask questions later.
Don't get me wrong - I can cavort with
best of them. But, I draw the line at
causing offense to locals. I have had d
good fortune to have caved with some of
the original Texas cavers. The good sensi
they have shown in touchy situations hal
demonstrated proper statesmanship. Some'
times it is better to eat crow or beat ,
hasty retreat, rather than stand up and
'macho'. Apparently the US Consulate
people need to take some sensitivity tr<
ing classes. Also, they need to read s ~
Mexican history along with books on
Mexican customs and mores.
It is too bad so much of the Texas CaVi
is being taken up by letters of this t ~
For the last three issues, space that are wasting could be used for decent t d

GIBBS
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Free
Running
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Gibbs Products
T·Shirts

Each Ascender is tested to 1000 pounds. Its
smooth rounded teeth produce little or no
rope damage. Especially applicable to equipment haulage, group ascents, fixed rope and
rescue operations. Operates on icy or muddy
ropes.
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reports. I would suggest that neophytes to
Mexico go with seasoned travelers. Use the
experience and savvy of the true Old
Timers, along with common courtesy and
politeness. Remember Mexico is a foreign
nation and we are the aliens.
Robert Obele
Dallas, Texas

articles would have been reprinted here.
Instead, you will have to drool over the
table of contents which is reprinted below.
You will also find the Editor's address and
information on how you can get back
issues as well as subscribe to this worthy
regional publication."

Dear James:
I would like to add my two cents regarding
issues related to the Bustamante incident
which has been livening up recent issues
of the Caver.
I believe anyone should be able to do as
he pleases - as long as it does not
adversely affect others. When caving, we
should try hard not to offend the locals ,
as this will (and on occasion has) quickly
make us unpopular in a particular area.
Closing of a cave is a blow to the whole
caving community. The solution is obvious ,
as Larry Cohen belatedly realized. If you
want to go romp in the buff, either pick
a secluded spot, or wait until after dark.
I suppose it will corne as a shock to some
cavers, but there are many people, including I suspect a fair percentage of Mexican
and Texas ranchers, who are offended by
public nudity. Although I would not behave
as "Juan "dod
l , I would probably be annoyed
if a bunch of strangers stripped nude in
front of my young children.
Partying also seems to be an issue. I
doubt that anyone objects to an ordinary
party. However, I have heard rumors that
some individuals are entering caves in a
party state of consciousness. If true,
this is a foolish violation of basic
safety practice, and is to be strongly
discouraged. A rescue jeopardizes others
than the rescuee.
I think the airing of these issues in
the Caver has been constructive, and hope
that it diminishes the probability of
future problems between cavers and the
general public.
David McAdoo
Galveston, TX

Dear P.H. Dougherty:
Thank you for the very kind words on the
Survey Issue of the TEXAS CAVER. A lot of
people put a lot of hard work into making
this the issue it was.
James Jasek
Editor

The following was taken from NEWS & VIEWS
of GE02, Vol. 10, Fall, 1982 , No. 1 , p 19 ,
and is a comment by the editor, P.H.
Dougherty.
"Vol. 27, No. 2 (1982) of the TEXAS CAVER
was devoted to mapping and mapping techniques. The Editor, James Jasek, did a
fantastic job of publishing a high quality
publication that had a good message. If it
had not been for the large backlog of
material on hand for GEO**2, some of the
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Dear Editor?
Jim, having experience with both Austin
(not always 'pot-headed') acquaintances
and "straight" cavers in travels in
Mexico and Bustamante, I feel compelled
to respond to the dribble that has taken
over the Texas Caver.
Although I am sometimes considered
obstinate in dealings with situations and
solutions, I feel strongly that there
specifically is a right and wrong to every
situation and always room for a middle
ground solution without wasting words,
name calling, and blaming. Mr. Cohen and
his party, from their own published
trivia, should be disassociated from the
Texas caving community and left to survive
on their own misguided integrity and
definition of "Machoism." To have fared
as well as they did in their own explanations is sheer luck. They very well may
have deserved worse.
In turn, comments of the Editor and
replies in the December issue of T.C.
(read at friend's house because I still
am not receiving my copies) circumvent
the situation and problems. Obviously
the Bustamante escapade is a result of
poor potty training at horne. When visiting, you observe the habits and traits
of your host, if not ascertained before
the visit, and comply with such traits
in a way that the host is not offended
by your idiosyncrasies, and you enjoy
your visits. Otherwise, STAY AWAY!!
I have spent considerable time in Mexico
the past five months and have thoroughly
enjoyed it all. Mexicans also use "dope",
Jim, more than a "straight" caver would
like to acknowledge. They know when and
where in their own society to partake.
Mexicans, though remotely less educated
than your typical United States traveler,
are extremely up on the world situation
and their own condition nationally and

attacks in succeeding pages of each issu
My objective now is not to further Cont
bute to factionalism in Texas caving, bu
to promote continued, constructive cave
exploration. A complaint recalled from I
side Earth laments that "cavers are lik;
mushrooms -- they're kept in the dark an
fed bulls t." The interchange of opinio
on the issue of etiquette in Mexico has l
doubt enlightened readers on how not tal
I
caving south of the border -- or how not
win friends and influence people. A f~:
truisms are apparent from the reports tk
have issued.
Those who seriously pursue caving in at!
countries have one main objective: rec ~
naissance, exploration, surveying and m~
ping of speleological
resources. Resi
and recreation, although important, is ~
ly tangentially related to this goal. O(
er activities that have a detrimental e{
fect on the goal endanger its completi~
To be sure, camaraderie is crucial to
good caving. That's precisely why I coun.
cavers among my best friends, and look
with anticipation toward the next Old Tt
ers and cave trips to come. Since 1971,
when I began caving in Austin, I have c,
ed and partied with some of the best a~
brightest and made my share of friends,
despite moves from the River City to Amarillo, Houston, Corpus Christi and now
Dallas. The grottos in all these cities
have taught me that cavers comprise a
statewide community of common interest
that's linked T.Nith kindred spirits natio
ally and internatYonally.
The process of maintaining good cave Oli
relations does not end at political bo~
aries, nor does goodwill. Nothing in t~
NSS guide to owner relations places mon
importance on "Quien es mas macho?" that
preserving the privilege to visit caves
other property. A caver's integrity may
well be preserved, but many a cave gate
could swing shut in the process.
It can be argued that Mexican nationals
the Bustamante area have a vital stake i
their caves, and want responsible hands
which to entrust their future. Can you t
them?
Finally, the law does not end south of
border, Judge Roy Bean to the contrary.
Many Mexican laws are similar to our owr
and those violating them are held aecour
able for their actions. To remember a Ie
from Watergate, blind zeal does not su~
tute for brains or humanity.
Jay Jordf
Dallas

personally.
Despite the "poor situation" and "antiU.S.A." implications of Mr. Jordan's T.C.
article earlier this past year, I have
not seen happier people, friendlier people,
more accommodating people, than the
Mexican citizens our parties have chanced
to meet. Even in my own experiences with
the police I have not had conflicts or
misguided feelings from either party.
I, too, have personal acquaintances in
and from Bustamante and regret to see
such injurious actions by such inconsiderate nerds. So let's get to the root of the
problem, cut the dribble, and get on with
caving and correcting the S.W.T.S.U. 's
poor attitudes. Common sense, son, only
common sense!!!!! It goes a long way.
Bill Hinson
Dallas, Texas
Dear James,
The Dec. 82 TC was fine indeed. I
especially enjoyed Jorden's cartoons
& Rochelle's "Party Time" poster.
There's obviously a story behind the
painting. Care to say anything about
it? Or who the introspective gent on
the bunk is? Also, I could use a fifth
(750ml.?) of Frenchman's Comfort. Got
a bad case of Foot Rot ...
regards, Rick Banning
Editors comment: Rick, all this has to do
with the incident that happened in Mexico
last summer. Read the trip reports in the
back issues of the TEXAS CAVER, 1982.
Dear Jim,
I really was surprised about the letter
in the last issue of the TEXAS CAVER.
I thought you were just giving cavers
some friendly advice about Mexico. I
guess some of them took it wrong, so if
they want to go down to Mexico and party,
let them. Maybe we won't hear from them
any more.
Behind you all the way,
Troy Bishop
Dear Jim:
Georgetown, Texas
At the risk of belaboring points well
taken in earlier letters, I feel obligated
to underscore the implications that human
and caver behavior can have. The saga of
the controversial trip to Gruta del Palmito
of 23-25 July 1982 has grown with the telling. The story began innocently enough
with a six- to seven-hour trip into the
cave--reported in the August Caver--but
quickly devolved into attacks and counter-
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A TRIP TO OUTER SPACE IN
HONEY CREEK CAVE
GARY POOLE
This article is long overdue - say about
t en years. By the nature of its subject
this story is doomed to be retold in the
future as some likewise doomed updated ver3ion of what you are now reading. The subject in question is Honey Creek Cave - the
:ave that never ends.
In the ear l y sixties this cave /spring was
:irst entered by Texas cavers. At that
:ime William Russell and others, among them
:he owner of the cave, Johnny Gass, swam
lnto the cave about 500 meters at which
)oint they enco untered the Breakdown. This
: ollaps e/rimstone struc ture very nearly
)lugged off the passage and had the effect
)f damming the cave stream. On the upstream
;ide of the dam th e water level was raised
~lmost to the ceiling of the passage. Thus,
Then th e cave was su r veye d a short time
_ater, the survey did not extend beyond
:he Bre akdown due to the near siphon that
:hen prevailed.
But appar ent ly over the years the water
.evel behind the dam dropped some making
~oderately comfortabl e passage possible.
~he cave's history resumed in the mid;eventies when members of th e Galve ston
;rotto explore d Honey Creek as far bac k
IS what is now known as the Rocky a nd BullTinkle Room - 2.3 km into the cave. In the
_ate seven ties members of the San Antonio
~rotto began visiting Honey Creek. Prelim.nary trip s were made past the Breakdown.
~hese not on ly confirmed the truth of the
~ ave's extensiveness but also made us
~ware that the study of this cave would
-equire more resour ces than one gro tto
:ould provide. Hon ey Creek could take every:hing that the Texas caving community had
:0 throw at it. In the summer of 1980, we
~ egan our attempt.
i Sometime before, in the sprin g of 1980,
;eorge Veni, then Chairman of the TSA,
~pproach ed Scott Harden and me about the
lossibility of holdin g a TSA mini-project
:t the cave. Scott and I were both aware
hat a project type app roach to the surv ey
fmd explora tion of Honey Creek was the
hnlyone with the chance of success in our
l ifetimes. Our chief concer n was the land;,wner relations. But a quick call to th e
'wner of the cave, Johnny Gass, revealed
~ hat he was as interested in its survey as
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we. So the first Honey Creek Mini-Project
was set-up for the weekend of July 4-6,

1980.
In the Jast year and a half (December,

1982) ther e have been eleven successful
weekend surv ey trips to Honey Creek Cave.
In that time th e surve yed length of the
cave has increased from approximately 500
meters to 9250 meters (30,340 feet - see
Figure 1) and the cave is not the seco nd
longest in Texas. Of this length, 3109
meters are in side passages with th e
remaining 6141 meters in the main trunk
survey. Th e minimum distance from th e
ent r ance to the back of the cave is 6051
meters (3.76 miles) of which distance
approximately the first half is swimming
passage and second half is walking/tripping
passage .
Time and space are here too short to
recount the multitude of intriguing features, phenomena and experiences tha t have
been part of our work in Honey Creek .
There is, h owever , one feature of the cave
which deserves special mention and which
was discovered on the September 11, 1982,
trip. This is an active groundwater divide
5430 meters into the cave. At this point,
th e main trunk coming from upstream bifurcates and each segment of th e bifurcation takes a portion of the stream flow.
The two down s t ream sections then flow to
disp ara te locations and, probably, fates.
I know of no o ther cave anywhere where such
a divide has been observed in the flesh.
The prospects for increasing the length
of the Honey Creek are excellent. Not only
are the upstream and downstream trunk
passages still go ing but so are several
excelle nt side passage leads. One of these
l eads is over a kilometer long and still
going. More than half the leads in the cave
have not even been checked ye t. The
primary discouragement in the project is
that we have little chance of discovering
another entrance in the back of the cav e.
With such a fortuitously placed en trance
we cou ld easily double the length of Honey
Creek but without one we will soon reach
the l imits of our endurance as regards
exploration in the back. Camping in the
cave presents a whole new set of problems
but suc h will be our only remaining op tion

for exploring the Outer Limits.
The considerable work that has been
accomplished at Honey Creek over the last
year and a half deserves a longer, more
complete article than this. The frequency
with which our conception of the cave has
changed over that time has discouraged us
from making any definitive statements about
Honey Creek. Now we can at least say that
the cave is long with the potential for
being much longer still.
The intent of this article is not to
chronicle the exploits of the men and women
who have been and continue to be part of
the Honey Creek Project. That article
will come later, or perhaps sooner. The
real pur poses of this article are several.
The first is to bring Texas cavers up-todate on, probably, the most e xciting
current Texas cav~ng project.
The second is to thank Johnny Gass for all
the support he has given us. If there is
a nicer, more generous cave owner in the
state of Texas, I have yet to meet him/her.
On a related note, I would ask that cavers
not approach Mr. Gass for permission to
enter the cave. There are plenty of work
trips to the cave at which any wetsuited
caver is welcome. Our project there already
constitutes a considerable burden upon the
owner, land and cave. I do not wish
to compound this burden. Also, I would
prefer that on project weekends cavers not
just come out to the cave on Sunday.
Usually there is nothing going on this day
save f or rehabilitation and evacuation. If
you are unable to make it on Saturday,
contact me and I'll find something for you
to do. Thanks. It is imperative that despite the generosity of Mr. Gass we take
care not to abuse the privileges we have
been granted and not turn his ranch into
a park for our recreational use.
The third and final purpose of this
article is to list and to thank those
cavers who have contributed to the survey
of Texas' second longest cave. The numbers
besides the names below indicate the
number of weekend survey trips each
individual has attended. No number indicates
a one-timer. It may be a while before the
map is in general circulation.
Those interested in working at Honey
Creek should contact either Mark Minton
(512-453-0706) or me (713-443-3480). There
is still plenty of cave.
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THE LIST
Jerry Atkinson
Steve Boehm 2
Dave Bolton
John Brooks
Bryan Burton 2
Ken Byrd
Leslie Clarfield
Charley Collier
D. Doolan
Monte Fisher 2
John Gilliland
Andy Grubbs 2
Paul Hadfield
Scott Harden 2
Margaret Hart 2
Russell Hill 2
Jeff Horowitz
Joe Ivy 2
Dottie Kern

Teeni Kern 3
Peter Keys 3
Merrick Mainstre
Michael McWhirtel
Kurt Menking 4
Mark Minton 9
Bill Mixon
Kevin Ogle
Gary Poole 8
Jeff Robertson 2
Steve Robertson
Rich Rohwer 3
Eric Short 3
Bill Steele
Kim Thomas 5
George Veni 5
Randy Waters 4
Duwain Whitis 2
Lisa Wilk

Grotto
News
The San Antonio Grotto has recently ex
panded . Rumor has it that there may be
caves in a far off land called "Kentuck
They are probably just a few little gro
holes, but in our ever present v.igilanc
to hunt out caves, where ever they may
the San Antonio Grotto has started a
"Kentucky Chapter of the S.A.G.". For t
reason, George Veni has been sent to th
town of Bowling Green, for the next 2-3
years, in order to see a firm and stron
development of caving in that area (eve
though all the leads in that area will
probably have petered out in a year or '
While there, George will attend Western
Kentucky University and has finagled a l
to finally put out the long awaited and
overdue Bexar County Survey . It will be
included in the guise of a thesis titl ~
"The Relationships of Caves to the Ka r sl
Groundwater Hydrology of the Bexar Coun l
Area". Anyone with any cave data on Bex.
County is begged to please send it to
George. Also any cavers coming through I
Kentucky area and maybe even wishing t o
check out some of the "groad-holes" an
more than welcome at the home of George
Veni, 1856 Loop Dr #70, Bowling Green . ~
42101. Phone is (502) 782-2501.

COMPARATIVE LINE PLOTS
HONEY CREEK CAVE
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Plot of surveyed length - 1961 to 1980

SCALE -
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Plot of surveyed length - 1980 to 1982

Fig I

HONEY CREEK WATER CAVE
Comal/Kendall County, Texas
November 6-7, 1982
Cavers: Bill Steele, Mark Minton , Mike
McWhirter, Kurt Menking, Juwain
Whitis, Richard ?, Tracy?
Reported by: Kurt Menking
On the way to the cave Saturday, I saw
the owner of the cave and stopped to say
hello. That 'hello' turned out to be a
lengthy discussion of his attempts to drill
into the cave passage. After six 150 foot
deep holes, the driller finally gave up.
The owner will probably try again someday,
but our survey will probably not be much
help as he is drilling about three miles
from the entrance of the cave. About an
hour and a half after meeting the owner,
I finally made it to the cave (typical
cave owner delay, I guess). By the time we
started getting ready to go into the cave
there were over 20 cavers milling about.
We made it into the cave about 11:30 and
into the water by 11:45. Everyone on our
team was real enthusiastic about surveying
the divide, which is where a tributary
empties into the main passage and the
water goes downstream in two different
directions. The first 2~ miles of swimming
went very fast and then we started the
grueling l~ mile walk. As we passed the
trification we chuckled at the fact that
for over a year that was the 'back' of the
cave. But now we had another mile to go
to the current end of the survey, "The
Divide." The trek towards the divide went
18

well until we met the killer mud. After
six hours of torturous swinuning and stel
into one blind pothole after another, ~
hit mud and lots of it. The typical pas:
was about five feet tall and seven feet
wide with knee deep or higher mud. No
technique was very comfortable, the mud
too deep for crawling, there was not
enough water to salamander and not enoul
height to walk comfortably - especially
18 inches of mud sucking at your leg. ~
made it to the divide with the entire g
intact. But after we ate and rested awh
Tracy said he was really cold and tired
had been cold most of the day, so Duwa
volunteered to go out with him.
We started surveying with two teams. M:
and Mark went into the upstream side
passage at the divide while Bill, RichaJ
and myself followed the main passage. TI
first travertine we crossed proved that
were now going downstream. After about :
meters of survey we came upon a nice sit
lead that more than doubled the flow of
main passage. It also helped get rid of
of the mud because the going was consid(
ably easier past that point. Eventually
Mark and Mike leaped past us after surVE
ing about 80 meters of the upstream pa s~
saying
that they ended the survey in
walking-sized passage. We soon caught UI
and jumped in front of Mark and Mike ant
continued on. After about 4 to 5 hours (
surveying we were totally bushed and r ei
to quit. About that time Mark came slo st
down the passage to tell us that he and
Mike were heading back, so we put up th e
gear and started the trip back to the
divide.
We paused at the divide long enough t o
choke down some nourishment then started
the long journey out. It was mostly an
uneventful outward trip except for some
banged knees and Bill's disintegrated
tennis shoes. I was sure glad to get ba cl
to flippers. The walking passage seems ~
be getting longer and longer. We became
pretty strung out on the trip out and Bi
even missed the dry exit and ended up
coming out the wet entrance.
All in all it was a very successful tril
We spent 17 hours in the cave, establi s ~
a new record and between the two teams
surveyed 717 meters. Although most of us
were saying on the way out that we may
never get that far again, that's what He
said about the trification. So far the Ci
seems to be limited only by physical endl
ance, but Bill was already talking about
setting up camp in the back somewhere. I

I

am sure it would not be one of the most
comfortable camps, but definitely possible,
well that is something to think about for
next spring's trips.
HONEY CREEK CAVE - QA SURVEY
Carnal County/Kendall County, Texas
November 6-7, 1982
Cavers: Eric Short, George Veni, Randy
Waters.
Reported by: Randy Waters
After shooting the bull with 20-plus
cavers on the surface for a few hours our
survey team entered the water at 1 pm.
After an uneventful 1000 foot swim we
entered the QA Survey side lead. This is
the first main side lead off the main
trunk passage. Here we left our flippers
and headed 2300 feet to the sump where we
left our scuba tanks last month. Soon we
were set up and dove the 12 foot sump with
no problems and started our survey. Quickly
we passed two good dome leads, both 40 to
50 feet high with inviting holes. Two hundred into our survey we encountered what
we thought was another sump. At closer
inspection Eric noticed a mild air flow
with nearly one full inch of airspace. The
air flow surely heads up one of the two
domes we passed. We continued the survey
through this six foot long near sump,
nose to ceiling Eric affectionately named
it "S'not Sump'. One hundred feet further
we encountered a very nice nine foot wide
travertine dam trapping over a dozen bones
in its basin. On the dam were seen two
orange troglibitic harvestman looking much
like the genus Hoplobunus Madlae. Here, to
the left, was a small side lead which soon
became congested with mud. We continued
the survey down the main passage for a few
hundred feet, then Eric, setting survey
stations yelled back "Side lead". Quickly
we surveyed up to him and saw a 3 foot
wide 4 foot high offgoing water passage
~nd above us was a large Oval room containing some nice formations and a nasty breakJOwn dome lead. Eric briefly checked out
the side passage for a few hundred feet
jefore turning back reporting no end in
sight. We surveyed on past the "OK Room"
lnd past another room nearly as large to
lnother near sump. Quaziamphibious Eric
wasted no time and went through. This near
sump has !,; to one inch of airspace is 8
feet long, which took a curve in the middle.
We made no waves as we went through slowly
one by one, nose scraping to ceiling.
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water pooling in our eye sockets. Quite a
challenge; quite nasty. Ahead our survey
brought us to a 50 foot flowstone dome,
followed by a 30 foot dome, which Eric
climbed up into and found a small room.
Further upstream was another flows tone
dome about 40 feet high. Sixty feet further
was a psuedo sump. The water comes to within !,; inch of the ceiling but below was a
one foot thick submerged natural bridge.
George and I were starting to become cold
but Eric's adrenal in was still pumping
fast from devirginizing the first two near
sumps. We ended our survey 1050 feet from
where we began. Eric was hot to go so he
free dove the 3 foot long pseudo sump and
explored ahead whi~e George and I waited.
While waiting for Eric I noticed another
golden harvestman spider on the ceiling
with the same appearance as the previous
two seen. Also seen was a white millipede
of possibly the genus Speodesmus Bicornourus, within ten minutes Eric once again
appeared out of the ever chilling water and
told us he traveled around 300 feet ahead
past two large rooms and turned back with
no end in sight. We all headed back to the
"OK Room", where the side lead was
discovered, climbed up and had lunch.
Soon after, we were back at the sump and
dove through and slowly hauled our scuba
tanks back to the main trunk passage. We
put back on our flippers and soon were
back at the Dry Entrance. We surfaced 12
hours after we began and pushed the QA
passage past the 1 km mark (3280 feet) \"ith
one new major side passage and as usual
with all Honeycreek trips, no end was
found.

Coming Afftacfions
Vertical Issue
Part 2
THE COMPLETE ROPE-I.JALKER - Jay Jorden
FIGURE EIGHT DESCENDERS - Peter Sprouse
THE ROLLER - Ron Simmons
MODIFIED MITCHELL SYSTEM - Bruce Smith
THE GALVESTON VERTICAL RIG - David McAdoo
CABLE LADDERS - James Jasek
INCH WORM SYSTEM - Dale Pate
THE THIRD JUMAR - George Veni
KNOTS FOR CAVERS - Jay Jorden
Plus much more ..... .
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1983 TSA PHOTO SALON

1. CLOSING DATE: Entries must be received no later than two Saturdays before the T
Convention (watch for convention date). Judging will be held one week before the Conve
tion.
2. ELIGIBILITY: Open to all. Must be related to caves, karst, or caving. Previous NSS ,
TSA Salon winners are not eligible.

3. COLOR TRANSPARENCIES ONLY: No prints will be accepted. Slides shall be ei ther 21 /~
21/4 inches mounted for projection or standard 2 x 2 inch mounts. Each slide must bear
the margin the entry number, ti tIe, contestant's name and a spot such that the data a ~
visible on top when the slide is inverted in the carousel and the spot is in the up~
right corner. Also complete the entry blank with the same data.
4.

CATEGORIES:
A.
OPEN-- Any slide intended to be primarily artistic or aesthetic; can be
natural or artificial light.
B. EDUCATIONAL-- A new category similar to the old "scientific" category, except thl
you enter something that simply illustrates some natural or human process. This may be 0
to three slides, counting as one entry. Also submit, in addition to the title, a bri,
explanation of the process in good English, 50 words or less, keyed to the slides. Th
will be read aloud at the Salon by Sir Laurence Oli vier (or an understudy if he is nl
available). Judging will be based primarily on how educational the entry is, and second
r i 1 yon its art i s tic mer its. Ex amp 1 e s: sur fa c e k a r s t f eat u res, a c a ve 's s t r u c t u r a 1 f ei
tures, floor deposits, geology, palaeontology, archaeology, biology, conservation, c 2vi~
techniques, etc. Entries need not be sophisticated.
C. HUHOR-- Any caving subject that is funny or just bizarre. The judges reserve tl
right not to show highly offensive slides-- there will be chi Idren in the audience. rl
title is important-- make it fit.
5. ENTRIES: Limited to a total of ten entries per person. No entry fee is required.
6. JUDGING: Will be done by cavers experienced in cave photography. Judges will not e l ~
Judges reserve the right to limit the showing at the Convention to a reasonable numbe ;
which case acceptance for showing shall constitute an award. Judges reserve the rig lL
reclassify slides if necessary. All decisions by judges are final.
I
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7. PRIZES: Are you kidding? Actually, there will be some, and do expect lots of
Donations of money or goods for prizes will be gratefully acknowledged.

pr n i~1

8. REPRODUCTION: Contestants, by entering, agree to have their slides reproduced i ll ~
Texas Caver without remuneration. Copying will be completed before the Conventi , n
possible.
9. SHIPHENT: Pack all entries in re-usable material, enclosing return postage if the · ,
to be returned by mail. Entries may be picked up at the Convention following the Sal (~ .
responsibility for loss or damage will be assumed, but great care will be taken whi e
have your slides.
10. ADDRESS ALL ENTRIES AND PRIZE DONATIONS TO:
William R. Elliott
(ph. 512-835-2213)
12102 Grimsley Drive
Austin, TX 78759

